
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Summer Seniors Congress Date: 07.07.17 Venue: Winter Gardens
TD's: Eddie Williams, Steve Foster, Paul Gibbons, Phil Green, Matt Johnson,

Kathy Williams

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 29 Yes 18 No 0

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 24 Probably 16 Unlikely 6 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
16 Venue 14
14 Playing conditions 19
20 Schedule 13
27 Competition format 5
35 Directors/Organisation 3
10 Catering/refreshments 9
20 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 23 Earlier finish 19 Longer intervals 6

Later start 1 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 10

Total Returns 49
Number of attendees 251

Comments
Better lighting is needed x10
Too hot and stuffy, air-con is needed x9
There should be a standby pair available x4
Unfair triangle - 1 pair played 6 boards and 2 pairs played three boards x4
Prefer to have a 11.00 start every day x2
Like the 2.00pm start x2
Unlikely to play this event again as can play cheaper bridge elsewhere x1
Too expensive to enter x1
There were too many TD's for size of event x1
Well run by Eddie Williams x1
There should at least be prizes for top three finishers x1
Pin up more than one results sheet - difficult to find starting positions in a crowd x1
Need to have a venue with accommodation for invalid senior players x1
Interval was not long enough to get a meal on Saturday x1
There were no parking spaces available after 6.00pm x1
Players arrived late at our table and then the TD stood over us - very offputting x1
Scones from the cafeteria were stale x1
Prefer earlier start Sunday x1
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